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About This Game

Orake is an open world game where you'll strive to be the best! Embark on quests, explore secret rooms, unleash your rage
attack's against your opponents, and much more.

- Enter the "Boneyard" and prepare for a grueling fight! (The Boneyard is a deadly pvp zone).
- Play mini-games like capture the flag!

- Train to become the very best! (12 skills as of now).
- Embark on dangerous adventure and defeat bosses of amazing size.

- Solve puzzles.
- Explore the world of Orake with friends.

Looking to play a game with some friends?
In Orake you can party up with your friends or make a clan. You can play capture the flag, engage in clan fights, boss fights,

explore caves, and much more!
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What is a Rage Bar?
A Rage bar is used to do special weapon attacks. Every weapon has it's own rage attack, so find the best one to kill your

opponents!

Orake is still in early development so if you do find any bugs contact us through our website,or Steam.
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Fun game definetly has bugs and needs balancing but was still good when it was online.
it is a new game so nolifers may run out of content but the whole time I was playing there was usually a couple updates a week.
and even if you run out of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to kill there is always skilling and hopefully more active
boneyard\/pvp eventually.
even though you'd see alot of people in the boneyard only a few people would attack eachother as most were trying to let the
new players build up.

Anyways if you're looking for a game with an oldschool style like rsc odds are this is where you'll end up because it's pretty
much the best one there is.

IK theres alot of bad reviews recently but keep an eye on it and give it a chance when its rereleased.

. I played the beta, and i found the game very enjoyable, the people on the chat where very helpfull in guiding me through my
first adventures of collecting things for a witch. I found that the tutorial was a bit bad, and that, it didnt explain itself well
enough, i had to get a player to help me learn how to craft items overall it's a good game, and i recommend it to anyone who
likes 2D rpg
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